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principally grow millet, the staple food. But none
harvests more than a few months’ supply. The
relation of cultivation to mobility will be discussed
in the next section.

In contrast to their mainly cattle-breeding breth
ren, the southern Rizeigat, who live in the south
east of Darfur, the northern Rizeigat including the
Mahria do not have acknowledged claims to a
territory (local term dar).

The spatial distribution of the Mahria is best
described by the principles that govern their no
madic movements. The direction of these seasonal
movements is, generally speaking, from south to
north and back again. In moving north the nomads
follow the rains. The rainy season starts around
August. At the end of the rainy season, in Sep
tember or October, they will be between the Taiga
plateau in the west and the mountain barrier to the
east or south of that region.

If there has been enough rain in the desert zone
north of Wadi Howar, a group of plants called
jizzu (see Quézel 1970; Ibrahim 1980; Harrison
1955) will have grown there, and the nomads will
move into that zone. Otherwise they will slowly
move southwards. In their movement to the south

the nomads seek proximity to permanent wells.
At the beginning of the hot dry season in about
February all but a few camps will have settled near
a permanent well in the southern part of northern
Darfur. They stay there for the whole season.

These are the bare principles of the move
ment. They do not, however, generate an orderly
procession of people and animals northward and
southward. Rather the tracks of the movements
crisscross each other and zigzag markedly. There
are nomads who prefer short and slow movements.
Others move long distances rather quickly. In addi
tion, these principles are valid only during moder
ate to good rainy seasons, that is of about 200 mm
rainfall or more per year. The rainy season at the
beginning of our field research was described as

“rather good.” The Kutum meteorological station,
the station nearest to the Mahria pastures, mea
sured 261 mm rainfall during 1980 (data provided
by Prof. D. Jàkel, Berlin).

The census on which this report is based was

taken during a field research project lasting a year,
which started in August 1980. The census data
were collected mainly during November and De
cember 1980. In addition, the report presents data
taken from the camp maps we made, as a matter
of routine, of any camp we stayed in. In the few
cases where the evaluation of the data refers to a

single point in time, all data that do not reflect the
situation at that time were omitted.

Apart from a few exceptions the data refer to
a segment of the Mahria called the Awlad Hamid.
The Awlad Hamid are a first order segment, i.e.,
they belong organizationally to the level immedi
ately below the tribe itself.

The census items are derived from existing
lists of census questions. We used the “Rhodes-
Livingstone Institute Census Card” (see Epstein
1967:247) and the UN Census List as described
by Shryock et al. (1976: 32). Since both apply
exclusively to sedentary populations they had to
be adapted to nomadic conditions (see Appendix).
Our maps contain the following information:
- spatial distribution of the tents and sleep

ing places of adolescent and unmarried adult
males;

- name of the head of the tent and his wife if any;

- distances between the tents and sleeping places;
- distances between camps that move together.

Many of our census questions were not of
the kind the Awlad Hamid thought a non-relative
needs to know. Our field assistant, otherwise a reli
able and willing young man, felt so uncomfortable
with the census task that he asked for permission
to leave it. In short the census was anything but a
task to begin fieldwork with.

Absolute age or date of birth means nothing to
the nomadic Mahria. To use our event calendar or

relative age ranking would have given the census
a disproportionate share of research time. We de
cided in favour of other research topics.

The small sample size in some of our categories
reflects the problems of obtaining accurate data but
also our means of transport: we used camels. For
accompanying nomads in a region like northern
Darfur camels are very advantageous, and during
the rainy season sometimes nothing else will do,
but camels are not so well suited for surveying
tasks. They are too slow.

Data like those reported here cannot be free
from error. To judge the data quality, types and
direction of the errors have to be known. Both

will be discussed for the different data categories.
We also deal with the question of whether our
results referring primarily to the Awlad Hamid can
be generalized for the tribe as a whole.

The Camp

The Mahria live in tents if their main economic
basis is herding. A tent contains a nuclear fami
ly or a smaller unit. Details for the membership
composition of the tent group will be found in the
section on the household.


